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Knowledge Society:

Bringing Ideas Into the World

• Philosopher--Pierre Lévy
Emergence in cyberspace: A new ‗knowledge 
space‘ linked to the evolution of new knowledge

• Economist--Paul Romer
Health and wealth of nations: Economic viability 
tied to the generation of new knowledge

• Management Guru--Peter Drucker
Social transformations: ―Education will become 
the center of the knowledge society‖



How are “Knowledge Creation” and 
“Knowledge Building” Related?

• They are synonymous.

• ―Knowledge creation‖ (1 million Google 
references) is the term commonly used in 
business and research laboratory contexts.

• ―Knowledge building‖(.5 million Google 
references) is more commonly used in 
educational and NGO contexts.

• We prefer ―knowledge building‖ in educational 
contexts: it is less difficult to believe children 
can build knowledge than that they can 
create it; the process is the same. 



Guided Discovery is Essentially Belief 

Mode Activity: Hypothesis Testing

Knowledge Creation is Working with 

Ideas in Design Mode: Theory 

Development and Explanatory Coherence

Pedagogical Shift of Greatest 
Consequence: From Guided 

Discovery to Knowledge Creation 



Beyond Learning to Knowledge 

Building

• Beyond an effort to keep abreast of 

advancing knowledge to 

contributing to its advancement

• Beyond cultural replication and 

lifelong learning to lifelong 

innovation
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Scientists, scholars, and employees of highly 

innovative companies engage in knowledge 

building as a normal part of their work. 

A growing number of innovative teachers are 

creating knowledge building communities in 

their classrooms, and demonstrating significant 

advances in areas across the curriculum, along 

with basic literacy, graphical and computer 

literacy, and a host of 21st-century abilities 

such as team-work, problem solving, idea 

creation and improvement.



Knowledge Building: Transforming 

Educational Dynamics

Local Communities: Producing knowledge 

of value to their community, and continually 

improving it 

Globally Linked Communities:  Producing 

knowledge of value to communities beyond 

the local community, and enjoying 

symmetries of knowledge advancement 



Transformation I: 

Educational Experience 

Centred on Creative Work with

Ideas—Not Tasks or Activities



Rise-above note on ―Rainbows‖



Transformation II: 

Knowledge Work Conducted 

in Design Mode As Well 

As Belief Mode

Design mode and belief mode are 

distinguished mainly by the kinds 

of questions asked



Belief Mode

• What does this statement mean?
(comprehension)

• Is it true? 

• Is it logical?

• What‘s the evidence?

• What are the arguments for and 
against?



• What is this idea good for?

• What does it do and fail to do?

• Does it have a future?

• How could this idea be improved?

Design Mode



Help students work in design mode by 
contributing to the collective creative 

effort
• asking stimulating questions

• finding answers to questions on the Web

• explaining

• theorizing

• using analogies

• identifying possible causes

• thinking of design improvements

• developing half-baked ideas into well-worked-out ideas

• constructive criticism

• using diagrams to communicate and analyze

• negotiating and persuading

• anticipating problems

• restating others‘ points of view

• combining seemingly unrelated ideas

• producing realistic action plans

• seeking alternative solutions to problems



Advantages of Focus on “Ways of 

Contributing” to Public Knowledge

• Focus is on observable things that people do in creative 

knowledge work 

• Student are engaged in ways they can reasonably try to get 

better at

Implication:

•  Engage ALL students in collaborative creative knowledge 

building

•  Call attention to ways different students are contributing

•  Help students recognize ways they could improve their overall 

contributions 

•  Develop ways of contributing that draw on their unique strengths 

and inclinations. 



Transformation III: 

Emphasis on Research-Based 

and Principled Knowledge 

Work, with Shared 

Responsibility for Idea 

Improvement



Ways of Contributing: 

Democratization of Knowledge

Collective Responsibility for Idea Improvement





Advanced 

Information

Technology Specially 

Designed for Knowledge 

Creation
Knowledge-based

societies and economies 

need to engage in 

practices fine- tuned to 

knowledge creation 



Principle-Based Dynamics of 

Knowledge Building

Jianwei Zhang, Marlene 

Scardamalia, Richard Reeve, 

Richard Messina



Collective Responsibility for  

Idea Improvement

• Social dynamics in knowledge creation (e.g., 

Csikszentmihalyi, 1999; Brown & Duguid, 2000).

• Sustained, creative knowledge work can be 

better supported through distributed, flexible, 

adaptive, social structures (Amar, 2002; Chatzkel, 

2003; Sawyer, 2003; Williams & Yang, 1999).



A Spectrum of Designs

Specialized-

Group

Interacting-

Group

Opportunistic-

Collaboration
Fixed Small-Groups



Year 1: Specialized-group

Cliques (sub-communities)

The teacher



Year 2: Interacting-group

The teacher



Year 3: opportunistic-collaboration

The teacher



Mean number of inquiry themes about which a student 
reported knowledge advances in his/her portfolio note 
(F(2, 63) = 64.14, p < .001).
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Student ideas were rated based on scientificness and 

depth/complexity. (F(2, 63) = 5.69, p < .01, 2 = 0.15). 



Peter Drucker:
“When innovation is perceived… as … 
a heroic achievement, there will be no 
innovation. Innovation must be part 
and parcel of the ordinary, the norm, if 
not routine.”

Innovation Must Become Part of the

Normal Way of Life in Education at All 

Levels



Knowledge Society:
Beyond Brainstorming to Bringing 

Ideas Into the World

The challenge in all knowledge-based 
organizations is sustained creativity.

Working with and developing ideas into 
powerful and useful processes, products, or 
theories. 

Coming up with the initial idea represents one 
small step; creative knowledge workers are 
able to make something of the idea. 





Knowledge Building in Singapore



“Ideas First” Research Site:

Singapore Primary School

 Ideas First is a two-year science curriculum developed for Primary 3 and 
Primary 4 classrooms developed by researchers at the Singapore 
Learning Sciences Lab in collaboration with teachers at a primary school

 11 teachers (6 P3 and 5 P4) using IDEAS First model since January 2006  
(500+ students)

 Science Head-of-Department is a former P6 teacher who used 
Knowledge Forum in his own classes

 Because computers are not part of the classroom, we introduce physical 
transitioning mechanisms in the first 6 months of P3 as a way of 
supporting the development of a knowledge building culture.  In this way, 
the everyday functioning of the classroom changes, rather than 
knowledge building being something ―outside of class, down in the lab‖



Researching Knowledge Building  

Communities in Classrooms

Can we build a theory of how to support 

teachers and students in making a 

transition from Knowledge Telling 

Classrooms (KTC) to KBC?



Our Research is Guided 

the Social Infrastructure Framework

Social Infrastructure Framework

(Bielaczyc, 2006;

Bielaczyc & Collins, 2006)



Shifting the Social Infrastructure 

of the Classroom



Shifting the Culture

New Curriculum and Classroom 

Practices that Embody KB Principles

Ideas at

the Center



Transitioning Mechanisms to 

Support Shifting the Culture

“Think 

Cards”





Knowledge Building Norway –

status 2008

• Looking back:

– Presenting Knowledge Building principles 
as part of large scale development 
programs since 2000.

– One project Univ. of Oslo and Bergen + 
schools 2000-2003, using FLE.

– Two lower secondary schools using KF as 
part of project based learning 2005-2006.



Initiatives at present
• Research project funded ny Research Council, title 

‘StudentResearch‘ (ElevForsk) (2007-2011

• Knowledge building has become a central part of a large 
scale development program for Norwegian schools called 
‘Learning Networks‘, combining 10 schools and one 
teacher training college to collaborate in networks. All 
together about 500 schools and 21 teacher training 
colleges have taken part in this until now.

• Several sub-projects:

– For example,  Upper Secondary schools are using KF 
and knowledge building principles across the 
curriculum, mainly science. Researchers from 
University of Oslo. Piloting 2007-08, full scale 2008-11.





Literacy as a By-Product of 

Knowledge Building

Yanqing Sun, Jianwei Zhang, Marlene Scardamalia

Institute for Knowledge Innovation and Technology, OISE/UT



Rather than treating literacy as a 

prerequisite for knowledge work, we 

treat knowledge work as the preferred 

medium for developing the many 

literacies that support it. 



Rationale

• Two challenges facing education:

– To raise literacy of all students, close gaps;

– To develop creative capacity

• Literacy as a complex social practice is best learned 

through dialogic communication and apprenticeship 

into literate discourse communities (Applebee, Langer, Nystrand, 

& Gamoran, 2003).

• Knowledge building: Engage students in creative 

knowledge work, with literacy as a by-product.



Contexts

• A class of 
22 students 
in Grade 3 
and then 4;

• KB/KF over 
two school 
years.

Links to 

other 

views

A 

note

A build-on 

note

An opened 

note
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Figure 3. The percentage of the 2nd 1000 words in each studen t’s writing.
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Figure 4. The percentage of academic words in each studen t’s writing.
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Table 6. Correlations (Pearson r and p) between StudentsÕ Spelling

and Vocabulary S cores on CTBS (Grade 4) and the Lexical

Frequency Profiles of Their Online Discourse in the First and

Second Half of Gra de 4.

% of 1st

1,000

words

(1
st
 half)

% of

2nd

1,000

words

(1
st
 half)

% of

academic

words (1
st

half)

% of 1st

1,000

words

(2
nd

half)

% of

2nd

1,000

words

(2
nd

 half)

% of

academic

words (2
nd

half)

# of words

beyond

Grade  4

(1
st
 half)

# of words

beyond

Grade  4 in

(2
nd

 half)

Spe lling

score

-.51*

(.015)

.42

(.054)

.44*

(.042)

-.45*

(.034)

.43*

(.047)

.23

(.307)

.38

(.086)

.43*

(.049)

Vocabulary

score

-.27

(.226)

.36

(.099)

.03

(.904)

-.52*

(.012)

.38

(.083)

.01

(.979)

.40

(.063)

.58**

(.005)

* p < .05; ** p < .01 (two-tailed).



Correlations (Pearson r and p) between StudentsÕ Literacy Scores

on CTBS (Grade 4) and Their Participation in Online Knowledge

Building Discourse over the Two School Years.

% of notes

read

# of notes

written

# of words

written

Spelling score .39

(.074)

.38

(.081)

.49*

(.021)

Vocabulary

score

.41

(.056)

.39

(.070)

.53*

(.012)

Reading score .41

(.058)

.36

(.097)

.45*

(.036)

* P < .05 ( two-tailed).



Graphical Literacy

Yongcheng Gan



% of graphics to total notes 
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Bringing Teachers to Summer Institute

• Establishing connections

• Planning for international collaboration



International Student Conference

• Students as scholars

• Working with ideas in international 
knowledge building community



Tomorrow’s Innovators
@ Summer Institute

• Face-to-face chance for students to build 
knowledge with peers around the world



Teacher Professional Development

• Accumulate curriculum integration models

• Scalable and sustainable international teacher 
and school network















Baccalaureate in Knowledge Building: 

A year of principle-based design with 

professors and students, 2007-2008

Issues Arising:

--all subjects?    --all professors ?

--saturation on parallel discussions across courses taken simultaneously?

--if innovation must be "part and parcel" of the process, how is it possible to 

innovate in several subjects simultaneously?

Context:

240 students in Puebla, 60 in Tlaxcala and 

90 in Veracruz

Knowledge Building possibly introduced 

into the system of Jesuits schools in 

Mexico with near 12 000 students.











(2006-2011)

EC’s Information Society Technologies program, 

Technology-Enhanced Learning

www.kp-lab.org



- Developing shared objects 

(epistemic artefacts) in 

long-term processes

- Ideas (questions, 

theories), plans, designs, 

products, or practices 

being reflected on

- Extended, sustained 

process

- Rely on technology-

mediation

- Trialogue between 

individual, community, 

and objects

Knowledge-creation perspective: Trialogic Model

Knowledge

community
Agent

Instrument: shared space

Developing 

shared objects



Elements of KP-Lab project

Technology development

Knowledge 

practices

Trialogical 

”theory”

- Coherence of KP-Lab requires integration of these three 

fundamental aspects.

- It is a disturbance if only one or two of them are addressed in 

epistemic artifacts created in the KP-Lab project









- District has selected three elementary schools, with 

Knowledge Building integral to the curriculum

- Knowledge Building Summer School in Louisville in July

- Focus on the history

- The last five decades. Students select a decade and 

build 

knowledge through a lens of a simple 

question:

―What effect(s) has this

Decade had on life today‖

Knowledge Building Communities in Louisville





Quebec, Canada

• The learning environment of elementary school learners in remote rural areas is 

enriched by the use of collaborative technologies. When students engage in 

inquiry and knowledge building with students from other schools, learning 

outcomes include heightened motivation (in progress), 4th graders better 

results at the PIRLS, and a higher presence of explanation (Bordage, 2007) in 

students‘ written discourse.

• Participating teachers and other actors of the educational system are to be 

credited for their openness in engaging students in creative thinking.

• Exemplars of use of Knowledge Forum with a focus on real problems and 

authentic questioning are provided at the following url: 

http://www.eer.qc.ca/projets/sciences.html







Tools to Support Concurrent, 

Embedded and Transformative 

Assessment





Expert Corpus

Student 

Discourse







Writing





 



Knowledge Building, as far as we 

know, stands alone among 

educational approaches in relying 

primarily on work in design mode to 

engage students with deep 

disciplinary knowledge and to 

overcome misconceptions and 

wrong beliefs.






